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ANNUAL UPDATE
JUNE 2020 - OCT 2021

Welcome to ‘Flourish’!
There’s no doubt that conducting interfaith work in the midst of a pandemic has its challenges.
But, as you’ll see, the past year or so has nonetheless been extremely productive, with onlineworking – combined with the receipt of new grants (especially our transformative Glasgow
Communities Fund grant) - opening up possibilities for engagement that, not long ago, would
have seemed quite out of reach.
As well as welcoming several wonderful new staff members (some of whom we’re yet to meet in person!),
we’ve been hugely fortunate that so many of our extraordinary volunteers have stuck with us through
uncertain times.
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As we move into the Autumn, an ongoing concern is the future of
St Mungo Museum of Religious Life and Art, which, due to financial
pressures, has not re-opened with other Glasgow Life venues. We will
continue to call for the re-opening of this precious interfaith space and to
seek opportunities for renewed collaboration with the museum.
During the pandemic, it has been a particular privilege to support those
working at the coalface of poverty-relief, through the Interfaith Food
Justice Network; and isolated refugees, through our Weekend Club
initiative (which, in December, was shortlisted as finalist in the UK-wide
Community Integration Awards).
At the same time, the ability to engage new and bigger audiences and
to deliver virtual events with partners and speakers from all over the
world has been extremely enriching – enabling us to
contextualise the challenges faced by communities in
Glasgow, within a global landscape, fostering a sense
of solidarity with people from diverse backgrounds
around the world.
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Meet Our Fundraisers

This solidarity could not be more valuable, as we gear
up for COP26 - the UN climate summit rescheduled
to take place in Glasgow this November. We’ll be
making sure that Glasgow’s diverse faith and belief
communities have meaningful opportunities to
engage with this critical moment for Glasgow and
the world. Join our mailing list to stay up to date and
- whether online or in-person - we hope to see you
soon!
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Who we are

Interfaith Glasgow is a multi-award-winning charity
promoting positive engagement between people of
different religions and beliefs in Glasgow.
INTERFAITH GLASGOW BOARD
TOP ROW: (from left to right) Philip Mendelsohn (Jewish, Chair), Dr Anthony Allison
(Christian − Roman Catholic, Treasurer), Safa Yousaf (Muslim − Sunni), Rajpal Singh
(Sikh), Azzam Mohammed (outgoing 2021, Muslim – Shia, Vice-Chair)
MIDDLE ROW: (from left to right) Rev Roy Henderson (outgoing 2020, Christian –
Church of Scotland), Dharmacharini Parami (incoming 2021, Buddhist),
W. Dereck Redfern (Baha’i), Manjula Math (outgoing 2021, Hindu), Nelum Jayakody
(outgoing 2021, Buddhist)
BOTTOM ROW: (from left to right) Rev Dr Kleber Machado (Christian – Church of
Scotland, Vice-Chair), Rev Maggie McTernan (Christian – Episcopal Church),
Abdul Aziz (outgoing 2021, Muslim – Sunni), Andrew Lal (incoming 2021, Hindu),
Michael Shanks (incoming 2021, Christian – Episcopal Church)

INTERFAITH GLASGOW OFFICE TEAM
TOP ROW: (from left to right) Dr Rose Drew Chief Executive Officer (part-time),
Dr Magdalen Lambkin Development Director (part-time), Lynnda Wardle Programme
Manager (part-time), Katie Sproull Project Leader, Satya Dunning Project Officer (parttime, freelance),

What we do

BOTTOM ROW: (from left to right) Rosie Burrell Project Officer (part-time, freelance),
Fakhriya Abdulkadir Events and Outreach Assistant (part-time, freelance),
Nate Lindgren Haj Bakir Events and Communications Volunteer, Nikki Barnett Events
and Communications Volunteer, Sabah Aslam Events and Communications Volunteer

We facilitate friendship-building, dialogue, and cooperation between people of different
religions and beliefs; tackle prejudice; and equip people with the skills to engage fruitfully with
religious diversity.

Friendship-building

Faith and belief dialogue

Practical cooperation

We bring people of all ages together
to meet their neighbours from
diverse backgrounds, so through
familiarity and shared experience,
bonds of friendship are built that
help to overcome fear and suspicion.

We seek to create spaces for
people to be open with each
other about values they cherish
and to share their deepest held
beliefs and practices, allowing
mutual understanding and
trust to deepen.

We create opportunities for
people from different faith and
belief traditions to connect with
those from other communities
around issues of common
concern in order to work together
to tackle shared problems.

WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG
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Together for Our Planet
An interfaith climate movement
is building: be part of it!
As the tragic effects of heat
waves, forest fires, and floods
continue to be felt across the
globe, and as Glasgow prepares
to host the UN Climate Summit
COP26 in November 2021, we’ve
been working with new partners
to raise awareness of the power
of collective interfaith action.
As well as collaborating with
many of Scotland’s diverse faith
communities and with the COP26

Coalition, we’ve built
strong links with UK and
international faith-based
and interfaith groups to
help build the interfaith
climate movement. These
links have been strengthened
through our online programming,
where the climate crisis has been
a recurring theme including in
our ‘Voices from the Portal’ series
(p. 5-6).

Working to build a strong interfaith
presence at COP26
As new members of the Interfaith
Liaison Committee (ILC) to the
United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
we supported a three-part
international online series
called ‘Faiths Unite: Visions
for Transformative Climate
Action’. We delivered the final
event ‘Hope for the Future’ in
partnership with Interfaith
Scotland during Scottish
Interfaith Week 2020, attracting
over 150 people from all over the
world to discuss climate action.
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We worked closely with ILC
partners to provide live Spanish
interpretation and 18 facilitated
breakout rooms where attendees
from Europe,
Asia, Africa, the
Americas and
Australia could
meet and inspire
each other.
Now it’s all
systems go as
we prepare for
Scottish Interfaith
Week 2021,

Our planet is in crisis.
As people of faith, we
believe that we must act
right now at every level of
our society
COP26 Interfaith Working Group Manifesto

which this year takes the theme
‘Together for Our Planet’ and
has been moved to coincide with
COP26. At this critical moment,
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the attention of the world will
be on our city, offering a unique
opportunity to make our voices
heard and we’ve been working
with numerous others to ensure
that Glasgow’s faith and belief
communities are ready.

In May, for example, in
partnership with Interfaith
Scotland, we welcomed over 120
participants from diverse faith
communities from Scotland
and beyond to an online event
designed to facilitate interfaith

connections in relation to climate
activism and to inform people
about opportunities to participate
in the great civil society
movement that is building
momentum in Scotland, the UK,
and beyond.

WORKING TOGETHER FOR CLIMATE JUSTICE
The COP26 Interfaith Working
Group has been meeting
regularly over the last year,
supported by Interfaith Glasgow
and Interfaith Scotland. It
includes diverse faith groups

engaged in climate activism,
who have been working hard
to coordinate their efforts and
raise their voices together.
Their manifesto now features
on a billboard on Glasgow’s

busy Sauchiehall Street as part
of the community art project
Manifestos from Times of Crisis.
See our website for more.

COP26 VIGIL – Join us on George Square or via the livestream!
On Sunday 31st October, the
first day of the COP, this vigil
will offer an opportunity for the
people of Glasgow, and – through
live-streaming – the world, to
come together to pray for our

planet. Standing together in
Glasgow’s main square, senior
religious leaders will read the
‘Glasgow Multi-Faith Declaration
for COP26’ and lead prayers and
meditations from a wide variety

of faith traditions. Delivered
in partnership with Interfaith
Scotland, the vigil will launch
Scottish Interfaith Week and will
be followed by a civic reception in
Glasgow City Chambers.

following the COP26 Vigil
on George Square. Talanoa
is a Fijian word and refers
to a dialogue process that’s
transparent, inclusive, and
participatory. COP badge holders

and local religious communities
will come together to listen
to each other’s stories and
build solidarity before the
negotiations begin.

TALANOA DIALOGUE
We’re delighted to support
this annual fixture of the
Interfaith Liaison Committee
to the UNFCCC’s programme
for COP, which will take place
in Garnethill Synagogue

Faith communities have a crucial role to play in saving the planet from climate disaster and we can achieve
so much more by working together. Join us – and let’s be the change we want to see in the world!
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG
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“Historically, pandemics have forced humans to break with the past and imagine their world anew. This
one is no different. It is a portal, a gateway between one world and the next. We can choose to walk
through it, dragging the carcasses of our prejudice and hatred, our avarice, … and dead ideas, our dead
rivers and smoky skies behind us. Or we can walk through lightly, with little luggage, ready to imagine
another world. And ready to fight for it.”
Arundhati Roy

This ambitious six-part online
event series – running from
September 2020 to February 2021
– gave people (an average of 60 at
each event) of all faith and belief
backgrounds, from Glasgow and
well beyond, opportunities to
hear from expert speakers and
to reflect together on key issues
highlighted by the pandemic.
Participants were given time
to meet each other in small
groups to consider what we’ve
learned, what opportunities have
emerged, and what changes we
want to see.
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You can find the events on our
YouTube channel alongside a
series of six short films featuring
highlights from each event.
September: Eradicating Hunger:
Do our Food Systems Need
Rethinking?
The pandemic highlighted the
deep inequalities in our food
system, as food poverty, which
has long been an issue in parts
of the UK, became a reality for
many more people. Activists from
Glasgow and London shared their
visions for the transformation

of our entire food system – from
seed to plate. Key themes were
dignity, the protection of our
planet, and the inclusion of
marginalised communities in
driving change.
October: Racism and Religion:
Where do we Go from Here?
Inspired by Angela Davis’
statement that “In a racist society,
it is not enough to be nonracist, we must be antiracist”,
this event asked - what does
antiracism look like in practice
and, in particular, what does
FRIENDSHIP • DIALOGUE • COOPERATION

it look like for people of faith?
Three speakers from Chicago,
Glasgow, and Sheffield reflected
on how certain interpretations of
religions might have contributed
to the problem and how people of
faith can contribute to solutions.

as we move away from an
emergency footing.
December: Climate Crisis: How do
we Get Off the Road to Ruin?

How we can motivate ourselves,
given the scale of the climate
crisis, and what action can
November: Keeping the Kindness:
people from diverse faith and
How Do We Nurture Community
belief communities take that
Spirit?
will really make a difference?
We heard from two impressive
During the pandemic, we’ve
activists from Greenfaith and the
witnessed many extraordinary
Green Deen Tribe,
acts of kindness,
who, inspired by
with examples
their faith, offered
from across
Wonderful… to feel
the globe of
such a strong sense of us advice on how
to reorientate our
individuals and
common purpose with relationship with
community
nature, and how to
groups going
people from diverse
mobilise an interfaith
the extra mile
faith backgrounds
climate movement.
to reach out to
and take care of those around
January: Faith and Mental Health:
them. Speakers from Sikh,
How do we Create Communities of
Christian, Jewish, and Buddhist
Care?
backgrounds reflected on the
experiences of their communities
We partnered with the Interfaith
and on how we might ensure
Center of New York and the
the altruism encouraged by the
Psychology and Spirituality
pandemic does not dissipate
Institute to deliver an event
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG

featuring speakers on either side
of the Atlantic with expertise
in mental health support from
diverse faith perspectives.
Participants joined us from
all corners of the globe, from
Melbourne to Saudi Arabia, and
from Paris to California; and, as
usual, had the opportunity to
meet each other in small ‘breakout’ groups.
February: The Future of Religion:
How has the Pandemic Changed the
Ways we Practise?
Marking World Interfaith
Harmony Week and delivered in
partnership with the Interfaith
Center of New York and Cape
Town Interfaith Initiative, we
were joined by 80 participants
from across the Atlantic and
beyond. A panel of religious
leaders from New York and
Cape Town reflected on their
experiences as well as on the
preliminary findings of the
Manchester-based research
project ‘British Ritual Innovation
under COVID-19’.
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The Weekend Club
Interfaith Glasgow’s Weekend Club has continued to tackle social
isolation and assist integration for refugees, asylum seekers, and new
migrants during the pandemic, through interactive, online events.
core interfaith volunteer
team has grown to 15
and currently includes
people from Christian
(Catholic and Protestant),
Hindu, Jewish, Muslim,
Sikh, and non-religious
backgrounds. It also
includes five volunteers
who originally joined the
Many of our Weekend Club
Weekend
participants are
Club as
asylum seekers
participants and
without access
My kids and I loved
have progressed
to free WiFi,
this event! I feel much
to becoming
broadband, or
less isolated now. We
volunteers. This
suitable devices.
year, the team
To ensure digital
also learned so much
has received
inclusion, we
facilitation skills training and, as
began providing data top-ups
usual, all new recruits received
for those in need during the
first lockdown. Our industrious
induction training on working
with refugees.
volunteer team also managed to
source approximately 20 secondSince July 2020, we’ve delivered
hand devices for refugee families,
12 interactive, virtual Weekend
enabling us to move to delivering
Club events for approximately
fun, interactive, family-friendly
180 refugees altogether, with
events online, offering respite
roughly 50 attending each event
from the intensified isolation of
(with many repeat attendees).
the pandemic.
These events we delivered in
Over the past year or so, our
partnership with numerous
Running since 2015, the project
involves working with an
interfaith team of volunteers
to deliver monthly events for
people from refugee backgrounds,
which help them build social
connections and get to know
Glasgow better.
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organisations including, e.g.
Mental Health Foundation,
Kelvingrove Museum, Amnesty
International; Scottish Jewish
Archives Centre, RSPB, Hidden
Gardens, and the Scottish Council
of Jewish Communities (SCOJEC).
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They covered diverse themes
volunteers were delighted to
including: Stories for Hope and
meet again in person – in many
Courage; sharing
cases for the
objects; food and
first time.
cookery; Jewish refugee Reminds us we got
all it takes to make it Alongside the
experiences; a history
of Halloween; welcome through hard times
above events
traditions; Scotland’s
programme,
birds; civic participation; human
since last Summer, we’ve
rights; bread-making; sharing
delivered four online workshop
Shabbat; Sow and Grow (for
series for approx. 25 women from
Refugee Festival Week); Welcome
refugee backgrounds, covering:
to Glasgow (specifically for
parenting skills (partnering
hostel and hotel-accommodated
with Parent Network Scotland);
asylum-seekers); and the first in
photography and wellbeing
a series of COP26 related events,
(partnering with Mental Health
involving storytelling around
Foundation); an embroidery
issues of climate justice.
workshop for a biodiversity
banner with RSPB; and rapAnd, in September, we took
composition (with Comedian
advantage of the easing of
Karen Dunbar). We also
restrictions and the last of the
organised an Eid present delivery;
clement weather and delivered a
and a fundraising campaign for
smaller in-person, outdoor event
Christmas presents, which our
at Glasgow’s Botanic Gardens, at
volunteers helped distribute to
which adult participants were
Weekend Club families.
introduced to renga – a Japanese
approach to collaborative poetry
Through all these activities, the
– by Scottish poet Gerry
Weekend Club
Loose. Gerry facilitated
has helped tackle
We felt welcomed isolation and
the group’s creation of
their own poem; while
built resilience
and included
the kids tried their hands
by creating
at foraging, undertook a writing
safe spaces for participants to
exercise exploring their hopes
have fun, share experiences,
for the future, and discovered a
learn about Scotland, access
secret garden where they climbed
local services and support, and
trees and picked apples. Both
feel included. In December,
participants and IG staff and
the project was shortlisted
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG

as finalist in the UK-wide
Community Integration Awards,
which recognise the work done
by grassroots organisations
promoting integration in their
communities. We’re extremely
grateful to our amazing
volunteers for their vital
contribution to this achievement.
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Interfaith Food Justice Network
Interfaith connections – strengthened over years
– proved vital with the onset of coronavirus.
The Interfaith Food Justice
Share WhatsApp
Network (IFJN), developed
group doubled in size
in partnership with Faith in
during the first year
Community Scotland, facilitates
of the pandemic and
connections between people
now brings together
tackling food poverty from
roughly 80 groups,
different faith and belief
while a second
perspectives. Those involved in
WhatsApp group
local initiatives – like foodbanks
focuses on the sharing
and community cafes – support
of household items
each other’s work by sharing
for those in need. Daily shout
good practice and resources;
outs for support are quickly
and use their collective voice to
answered, fewer resources are
campaign for a just food system.
wasted as groups share their
They see access to good food as
surplus and avoid duplication,
a basic human right and they
cultural and religious food needs
share a commitment to work
are better understood and met
“together side by side for effective
more effectively, and people feel
change” (Interfaith
a strong sense of
Food Justice
camaraderie.
Declaration).
simple camaraderie,
In order to raise
such as if one group
Cooperation
awareness of
doesn’t
have
enough
increased
the diverse
dramatically
communities
ingredients another
in response
involved in
is happy to share,
to lockdown,
Glasgow’s coviddemonstrates the core response and
as members
supported
of the variety of
of the movement
each other
sources of support
in developing new ways of
available, we produced a short,
working. The Interfaith Food
heartwarming film advertising
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the new Glasgow Helps hub,
featuring IFJN members, which
can be viewed on our YouTube
channel.
Fortnightly Covid Response Zoom
meetings focused on immediate
challenges, but now that groups
have adapted, we have returned
to monthly meetings where the
bigger picture issues are coming
back into view. Our bi-annual
networking events offer more
time to meet and learn from
others, and to find motivation to
continue this crucial work.
As the city seeks to rebuild,
we will continue to support
collaboration between all those
calling for food justice at the
heart of the recovery. To find out
more visit the Interfaith Glasgow
website or get in touch!
FRIENDSHIP • DIALOGUE • COOPERATION

Scottish Interfaith Week 2020
This annual festival offers an
opportunity for groups and local
communities across the country to
celebrate Scotland’s religious diversity.
Scottish Interfaith Week (SIFW)
and educational content.
Following this year’s theme looked a little different this time
round! Unable
‘Connecting’
- our programme
to hold physical
events due to the So happy that the
featured a special
pandemic, we
younger generation get event as part
our popular
worked to engage
to have the experiences of
new audiences in
‘Voices from the
SIFW as a virtual that we missed out on
Portal’ series
festival, through during our childhood
entitled ‘Keeping
the Kindness:
online events

How do We Nurture Community
Spirit?’ (see p. 6) as well as
another virtual event focused on
building international solidarity
in relation to the climate crisis
(see p. 3) and a series of online
events and short films in lieu
of our much-missed annual
Interfaith Family Fun Day.

Family Fun Day @ Home
Faced with the challenge of
engaging children – usually
the core focus of our Interfaith
Family Fun Day – online, we
released a series of specially
created videos throughout
the week on our social media
channels: a series of three ‘How
To’ craft videos, demonstrating
how to make Buddhist prayer
flags, Hindu diya lamps, and
Jewish Torah scrolls; and a
series of five short films about
religious dress. We also invited
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG

three international children’s
authors to read their books
live on Facebook, followed by
a Q&A session. The selected
books featured Sikh, Muslim,
and Hindu protagonists. These
sessions enabled children to
see people like themselves in
books they may not have known
existed and encouraged people
from other religious and cultural
backgrounds to discover and
celebrate each other, with the
goal of breaking down barriers

and tackling stereotypes. The
videos were shared widely and
the first live session alone was
viewed over 1,100 times. They are
all available on the Educational
Resources page on our website –
check them out!
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Dialogue
Programmes

From large, public events tackling broad
societal topics to small, confidential dialogues
on specific issues of concern, we work to create
spaces where understanding can deepen and
mutual respect can grow.

Issues-Based Dialogues
In addition to our ambitious
‘Voices from the Portal’ series
(see p. 5-6), we’ve delivered a
diverse range of online public
dialogue events in lieu of our
usual Faith to Faith series with
St Mungo’s Museum. A crucial
partner in our work, St Mungo’s
has been closed since the start
of the pandemic and faces an
uncertain future. To highlight
our concerns, in July, we delivered
a high-profile event, entitled:
Saving St Mungo’s: An International
Conversation on the Significance
of St Mungo Museum of Religious
Life and Art, in partnership with
the University of Salzburg.
Speakers from The House of
Religions in Hanover and the
Museum of World Religions in
Taiwan explained the Museum’s
influence on the development
of multi-faith spaces around
the world; while local interfaith
activists – and many participants
– spoke of why St Mungo’s is so
dear to individuals and faith
communities here. Visit the news
page of our website to watch the
11

short film and sign the petition to
re-open St Mungo’s!

channel to watch a recording).
Practising in a Pandemic: Lay
Empowerment During COVID-19
Other recent
considered the
issues-based
new roles adopted
I absolutely enjoyed it
dialogues
by lay people in
and
learned
a
lot.
It
was
have included
many religious
Anti-Pagan
communities during
worth every second
Prejudice: The
the pandemic.
Untold Story, which focused on a
And Climate Justice Begins at
troubling recent survey, revealing
Home: Glasgow, Colonialism,
that over 40% of Pagans surveyed
and the Climate Crisis attended
to Glasgow’s colonial past
had faced discrimination and felt
anxious or depressed because
as a way of illuminating the
of other people’s attitudes
notion of climate justice, while
towards their faith; and explored
considering how we might build
a stronger, more inclusive climate
how such attitudes might be
challenged (see our YouTube
movement.
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Objects-Based Dialogues
These small, intimate events
help participants meet each
other more fully as individuals,
by inviting them to bring along
and discuss objects of spiritual
significance to them. This year
we held two such dialogues with
a group of roughly 20 women
from a broad range of religious
traditions. By the end of the

sessions,
the women
exuded a
sense of
delight in
each other’s
company, one reflecting that
it was “a great way of sharing
intimate experiences of prayer
that would not [otherwise] have

been possible with people from
other faiths”. You can read about
some of the objects shared on the
news page of our website.

Scriptural Reasoning
Scriptural Reasoning is a method
of interfaith dialogue that aims to
facilitate a deeper understanding
of others and their traditions by
focusing on passages of scripture
on a chosen theme. We hold both
meetings limited to Christians,
Muslims, and Jews, who share
a common heritage and can

explore themes and figures from
these Abrahamic faiths together
in some depth; and others that
are open to everyone and include
texts and speakers from diverse
traditions. Alongside other
events, this year we launched a
special three-part series – open
to everyone – entitled Sacred

Earth: Exploring the Significance of
the Natural World through Diverse
Scriptures, which will explore
scriptures from six different
traditions, whilst providing time
for all participants to explore
the theme from their own
perspectives.

Understanding Antisemitism: Difficult Questions in Jewish Christian Dialogue
This experimental, invite-only
dialogue series, delivered in
partnership with the West of
Scotland branch of the Council
of Christians and Jews, has
involved working with a group
of approximately 15 Jews and
Christians and has focused on
the controversial question of
where the line falls between
antisemitism and legitimate
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG

criticism of the state of Israel.
We’ve been attempting to
model a conversation where
the primary aim is on listening
and seeking understanding.
Recent feedback suggests that
this process has brought about
a far deeper level of honesty
than many anticipated. Over the
coming months, we’ll be working
with the group to produce a

learning resource based on this
experience.
To help increase understanding
of antisemitism more widely, we
invited a large audience to watch
a free performance of Marlon
Solomon’s highly acclaimed oneman show Conspiracy Theory: A
Lizard’s Tale live online, followed
by a Q&A with Marlon.
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Meet our Fundraisers

During the first Coronavirus lockdown in 2020, Captain Tom Moore made headlines for
walking 100 laps of his garden just before his 100th birthday, raising millions for the NHS.
As part of his legacy the ‘Captain Tom 100’ challenge was established – encouraging people to complete
their own ‘100s’ to raise funds for a charity of their choice. Some of our amazing supporters took up the
challenge and together raised over £3,300 to help us tackle prejudice and support interfaith friendshipbuilding, dialogue, and cooperation. We are tremendously grateful to them all!

Alice (7) and
Beatrix (4)
tracked down
100 species of
Scottish flora
and fauna.

Dua and Noor
(10) took on
the ultimate
challenge for
chatterboxes
and maintained
a 100 minute
silence!

Mairi (9) and
Eithne (5)
documented 100
uses for plants
and trees they
found in this
fantastic photo
blog: tinyurl.com/
Forage100

Margalit baked
100 mini challah
loaves, which
she donated
through the
Interfaith Food
Justice Network
(page 9).

Satya
completed
100 yoga
poses!
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If you’d like to take on your own sponsored
challenge to support our work, do get in touch for
ideas and help setting up a personal fundraising
page: info@interfaithglasgow.org
You can also support Interfaith Glasgow by making
a one-off donation; setting up regular giving; leaving
a legacy in your will; or giving as you shop, via
Easyfundraising. For more information, visit our
website or get in touch. We’d love to hear from you!
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Training

An Introduction to Working
with Refugees and Asylum
Seekers
• What do the labels ‘refugee’,
‘asylum seeker’ and
‘migrant’ mean? Definitions
and rights explained
• Why do people flee and how
do can they claim asylum?
• What is integration?
• How can we help create a
welcoming city?

Are you interested in improving your organisation’s
understanding of religious and cultural diversity or of
working with refugees and asylum seekers but don’t have
much time available? Interfaith Glasgow can help! These 1-3
hour sessions can be tailored to your needs.

Cultural Sensitivity: an
Introduction to Working
with People from Different
Backgrounds

Religious Diversity and
Interfaith Engagement
• Religion and Belief as a
Protected Characteristic

• Knowledge about other
cultures

• Religious demographics
of Glasgow

• Consideration - sensitivity
regarding diet, customs,
and traditions

• The necessity of interfaith
engagement

• Understanding cultural
stereotypes, bias, and power

• Creating a faith-friendly
environment and space
for dialogue

• Valuing difference: an
asset-based approach

• Interfaith engagement
in Glasgow

• Adapting behaviour and
effective communication

“Excellent session giving an insight into ... why interfaith engagement is necessary. Tips on
creating a faith friendly environment and guidelines for promoting and supporting dialogue
between people of different beliefs were useful as these could be put to practical use within
the work environment.”
Ashurst Law Firm
Rates are competitive and we offer discounted rates for charities and the public sector. If you’re interested,
drop us an enquiry to discuss your needs: info@interfaithglasgow.org
WWW.INTERFAITHGLASGOW.ORG
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Interfaith Glasgow would like to say a big thank you to all our funders:

We would also like to thank The Endrick Trust and all the other organisations and individuals who have made
donations to support our work.
If you would like to donate, please visit our website or get in touch. Thank you!

Drop us an email to join our mailing list
Interfaith Glasgow
Flemington House, 110 Flemington Street, Glasgow, G21 4BF Tel: 0141 558 0778

www.interfaithglasgow.org
email us at info@interfaithglasgow.org

find us on:

Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation, Charity Number: SC046525
Flourish is designed by Contribute, www.wecontribute.co.uk.

